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HECKE OPERATORS AND THE SIEGEL OPERATOR

Y OON YONG OH t , JA KYUNG Koo t, AND MYUNG-HW AN KIM t t

O. Introduction

A commuting relation between the Siegel operator and Hecke
operators acting on Siegel modular forms of integral weight was
proved by Zharkovskaya [lJ in 1974 when the level q of the form is
1. In 1979, Andrianov [2J generalized her result to the forms with
an arbitrary level. In their proof, they introduced the so called l]f

operator between Hecke rings of different degrees.
In this article, we proved the relation still holds for the forms of

half integral weight (Theorem 5.1). For half integral weight forms
we are to deal with the so called lifted Hecke operators, first introduced
by Shimura [3J for the classical modular forms of half integral weight
in 1973 and generalized for Siegel modular forms of half integral
weight by Zhuravlev [4J in 1983. We used many of their ideas and
results.

Zhuravlev [4J also found a Hecke ring L(T) of a moderate size,
which is large enough as well for many practical purposes. We also
proved the surjectivity of the l]f operator restricted to L(T), which is
a homomorphic image of L(T) (Theorem 5.2). An analogous result
for the forms of integral weight was proved by Andrianov [2J.

The theorems are expected to play important roles in decompositions
of Siegel modular forms of half integral weight [9J and in the theory
of theta-series associated to positive definite quadratic forms in an
odd number of variables.

Let Z, Q, R, and C be the ring of rational integers, the field of
rational numbers, the field of real numbers, and the field of complex
numbers, respectively.

Let Mm,n(A) be the set of all mXn matrices over A, acommutative
ring with 1, and let Mn(A) =Mn,n(A). Let GLn(A) and SLn(A) be
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the group of invertible matrices in M n (A) and its subgroup consisting
of matrices of determinant 1, respectively.

For gEMm(A), hE Mm, n(A) , let g[hJ=thgh, where th is the
transpose of h. Let In and On be the identity and the zero matrices,
respectively. Let detg be the determinant of g. For gEM2n (A) , we
let A g, Bg, Cg, and Dg be the nXn block matrices in the upper left,
upper right, lower left, and lower right corners of g, respectively,
and we write g=(AgoBg;Cg,Dg). Let diag(Nh N2, ••••••,Nr) be the
matrix with block matrieces Nh N 2, ••• , N r on its main diagonal and
:teroes outside. Let fltm be the set of all semi-positive definite (eigenv
alues~O), semi-integral (diagonal entries and twice of nondiagonal
entries are integers), symmetric mXm matrices, and fltm+ be its
subset consisting of positive definite (eigenvalues>O) matrices.

Let Gn=GSPn+(R) = {gEM2n (R) ; In[g]=rJn, r>O} where I n= (On,
I,,; -In> On) and r.r(g) is a real nuIllber detern:lined by g.Let
Fn=SPn(Z) = {MEM2n (Z) ; In[M]=Jn}. Let H n= {Z=X+iYEMn
(C) ;tZ=Z, Y>O}. For gEGn and ZEHn> wesetg(Z)=(AgZ+Bg)
(CgZ+Dg)-lEHn.

For gEMn(C), e(g)=exp(2il:iO'(g» where O'(g) is the trace of g.
Finally, we let (n)=n(n+1)/2 for nEZ.

For other standard terminologies and basic facts, we refer the
readers [10J, [l1J.

1. Definitions and basic properties

Let G be a multiplicative group and let F be its subgroup. Let S
be a semigroup of G contained in the commensurator of Fin G, i. e. ,
for any gES the subgroup Fg=g-lFgnFis of finite index in both
g-lFg and F. (r, S) is calleda Hecke pair if FS--"':'SF=S. Let L(r, S)
be the vector space over C spanned by left cosets (Fg) , gES. Let
D(r, S) be the subspace of L(F, S) consisting of X=Zai(Fgi) such

that X·M=X where X·M=Zai(FgiM), MEF. If we let (FgF)=±
;=1

(Fgi) , g, giES, where FgF is the disjoint union of Fgi, i=l, ..., n,
then double cosets (Fg F), gES, form a basis for the subspace
D (F, S) . D (F, S) is in fact a ring, which is called the Hecke ring of
the pair (F, S), with the multiplication defined by X· Y=Zaibj(Fg;h;)
for any X=Zai(Fg;) , Y=Zbj(Fhj) ED(F, S).
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Let (Fh 51)' (F2, 52) be two Hecke pairs such that
(1. 1) F2c F h F152=5h and Fl n5 25 2-lC F2.

Then the map c=c(Fh F2) : D(Fh 5 1)--).D(F2, 52) defined by c(X)
=2ai(F2gi) ED(F2, 52) for any XED(Fh 51)' where X may be
written in the form X =2ai(F1gi) with giE 52 because of the second
condition, is an injective ring homomorphism. Moreover [2J it is an
isomorphism if [Fl : Ff]=[F2 : Fn for every gE52.

Let G be another multiplicative group and r : G--).G and 0: F--).G
be surjective and injective homomorphisms, respectively, such that
roo=l on F and Ker rcZ(G), the center of G. For each gE5, we
define [4J a homomorphism

(1. 2) P=Pg : FK--).G, o (gag-I) =(a(-lp (a) , aE FK,

where (EG such that reO =g. pg(a) is independent of the choice of
( because Ker rC Z (G). We call Pg the lifting homomorphism of g. It
is known [4J that if (F,5) is a Hecke pair and [F: KerpgJ is finite
for anygE5, then (f,8) is also a Hecke pair where f=o(F) and

8=r- l (5). It is also known [4J that if Pg is trivial, then (f(f) =t
i=l

~ p ~

(F(i) if and only if (FgF) =1:; (Fgi) , where (, (iE5 and g, giE5
i=1

such that r(() =g and r((i) =gi.
Let n, q be positive integers and P be a prime such that (p, q) = 1.

Let G=Gn=GSPn+(R), F=F"=5Pn(Z), Let 5=5;= {gEM2n (Zep- lJ)
; In[gJ =poJm OEZ} where o=o(g) is an integer depending on g.

Let F(q)=F"(q)={MEF;CM=O (mod q)} and 5(q)=5;(q)=g
E5; Cg=O (mod q)}. Let Fo=F~={MEF;CM=O} and 5 0=5;,0=
{gE5; Cg=O}. Finally, let A=A"=5Ln(Z) and Lt=Lt;= {DE
M n(Zep-lJ) ; det D=po, OEZ}. It is known [2J, [5J that (F, S), (F(q),
5 (q», (Fo, 50), and (A, Lt) are Hecke pairs. We denote the corres
ponding Hecke rings by L=L;, L(q) =L; (q), Lo=L;,o, and H=H;,
respectively. We let 5 2=5;,2= {gE5 ; o (g) E2Z}, 5 2(q) =5;·2(q) =
S2n5(q), and 56=5p;6=52nSo. Then (F,52), (F(q), 5 2(q», and
(Fo,56) are also Hecke pairs whose corresponding Hecke rings are
denoted by V=L;·2, L2(q) =L;·2(q) , and L6=Lp;6, respectively. They
are the even subrings of L, L (q), and L o, respectively.

Since Hecke pairs (F(q), 5 (q» and (Fo, So) satisfy the conditions
(1. 1), we have an injective homomorphism

(1. 3) CO,q : L(q)--).Lo, CO,q(2ai(F(q)gi» =2ai(Fogi)
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where g; are chosen to be in So. Similary, we have an injective homo
morphism e : L~L(q) which is in fact an isomorphism because
[r: rgJ=[r(q) : r(q)gJ for any gES(q) [2J.

We define a homomorphism
(L 4) qJ=qJn : Lo~C (Of) =Cn (Of) =C[XO±l, ..., Xn±lJ

as the following [2J : Let X E Lo• X can be written in the form X =
2a;(Fog;) , where a;EC and gi= (po;Dl, Bi ; 0, Di) ESo, with 0;=
o(gi) EZ, B;EMn(Z[p-lJ) , DiEi1 and D;*= (tD)-l. We befine w=
W n : Lo~H[t±lJ by w(X) =2a;to;(AD;). Then w is a surjective ring
homomorphism. Let U=2aitO;(AD;) EH[t±lJ. We may assume that
each D; is an upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries POil, •••, jh...
We define 1J=1Jn: H[t±lJ~C(Of) by cp(U) =2aixOo; n (Xjp-j)O;i.

}$j;S;.n

Then cp is an injective ring homomorphism. Finally, we let qJ=1Jo w :
Lo~C(Of).

2. The lifted Heeke rings

Let G=Gn= {(g, a(Z» ; gEG, a(Z) is a holomorphic function on
Hn satisfying a(Z)2=t(detg)-1/2det(Cg Z+Dg ) for some tEC, It I=
I}. G is a multiplicative group under the multiplication (g, a (Z» . (h,
{3 (Z» = (gh, a(h<Z» {3(Z» and is called the universal covering group
of G.

Let 1C: G~G be the projection 1C(g, a(Z» =g. We define an action
of G on H n by I:(Z)=1C(I:)(Z) forl:EG, ZEHn. Note that Ker(n)
cZ(G)

From now on, we let q be a positive integer such that 41 q. Let
(2.1) O"(Z) =L:e(tMMZ) =L:e(Z[NJ), ZEHm

M N

where M(N, resp.) runs over all the integral row (column, resp.)
matrices of length n. 0" (Z) is called the standard O-function. For M
Er(q), we define j(M, Z) =O"(M<Z» /O"(Z), ZEHn. It is well
known [6J that (M,j(M,Z»EG. So the map j:r(q)-->,G defined
by j(M) = (M, j(M, Z» is a well defined injective homomorphism
such that 1Coj=l on r(q). So we can define the lifting homomorphism
pg for each gE S (q) and conclude that (t (q) , 3 (q» is a Hecke pair
where t(q) =j(F(q» and 3(q)1C-i (S(q» because [r(q) : KerpgJ is
finite for each gES(q) [4J. Similary (to,30) is a Hecke pair where
to=j(ro) and 3 0=1C-1(SO). We denote their corresponding Hecke
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rings by £(q) =£;(q) and £0=£;.0' respectively. Also (f(q) , 82(q»
and (fa, 802) are Hecke pairs, where 82(q) =n-l (S2(q» and S~=

n-l (S n, and we denote their corresponding Hecke rings by £2 (q) =
£;.2(q) and £~=£P:~' which are the even subrings of £(q) and
£0, respectively.

Hecke pairs (f (q), 8 (q» and (fa, So) also satisfy (1. 1). So we
have an injective homomorphism

(2.2) €o,q : £(q)~£o, €O,q(Iai(f(q)~i» =Iai(fo~;)

where ~i are chosen to be in 80.
For each gESo, the lifting homomorphism Pg: r~~(; IS trivial

[4J. From this we obtain a surjective ring homomorphism
(2.3) nk : £o~Lo, nk(rO~rO) =s(~)-2k(rogro)

where k=m/2, m an odd integer~l, ~=(g,a(Z»ESo, and s(~)=

a(Z) / Ia(Z) I
Let Ks=diag (In- .. PI.. p2 I n- .. pIs) E So for s=O, 1, ... , n. If we let

Ds=diag(p2In_.. pIs), then K s= (p2D/, 0;0, D s). So KsES~. Let T s
= (r(q) Ksr(q» EL(q) and let L(T) =L; (T) be the the subring
C[To, ... , T n- h Tn, '.', Tn-l> Tn±lJ of L(q). Similary, let T s=
(f(q)Ksf(q» E£(q), where K s= (Ks,pCn-sl/2) ES5 for s=O, 1, 2, ... , n,
and let £(T)=£;(T) be the subring C[To, ... , Tn-l> Tn±lJ of £(q).
We define

(2.4) L(T)=L;(T)=nko€o,q(£(T».
L(T) is a subring of L~.

Let Sn be the permutation group on {Xl> X2, ... , xn}. Let Q= {Qo,
Ql> ... , Qn} where Qi are automorphisms of C (X) defined by: For i=
0, Qo(xo)=-xo,Qo(Xj)=Xj for j=l, ... ,n; For i:;tO, Q;(xo)=xoX;,
Qi(x;) =x;-I, and Q;(x) =Xj for j:;tO, i. Let W= W n be the group of
automorphisms of C (;f) generated by Sn and Q. Let C (;f) W be the
subring of C (;f) consisting of all W-invariant elements. Then [7J

(2.5) (j): L(T)~C(J;)W

is an isomorphism.
Let J(J;)=J·(x)=(J;X~Xl···xn)±l, and Ri(J;)=R~(J;)=s;(Xl>... ,Xn,

Xl-I, ... , xn-l) for i=O, ' .. , 2n, where Si(···) denotes the elementary
symmetric polynomial of degree i in the variables involved. It is
known [2J that C(J;)W is generated by J(J;)±l and R;(J;) , i=l, ... , n

Let
2.

(2.6) r(z)=r;(z)= Il (1-xj-1z) (l-Xjz)=L;(-l)iRi(J;)zi.
l~j~n i=O
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Obviously, W only permutes the factors of r(z) and hence the coeffi
cients Ri(~) are W-invariant. So there exist Ri(T) EL(T) such that
(jJ(Ri(T» =Ri(~) ,=0, ..., 2n. Let L1(T) =1r,.oeo,q(T,,) =p(FoI2"Fo).
Then (jJ(L1(T» =p-<n>L1(~) and L1(T)-1=p-l(FoI 2"Fo) so that
(jJ(L1 (T) -1) =p<">L1 (~) -1. Therefore we obtain

(2.7) L(T)=C[R1(T), .'., R,,(T) , L1(T)±lJ.

3. Siege} modular forms· of half integral weight

Let n, q be a positive integers with 41 q. Let X be a Dirichlet
character modulo q. Let k be a po~itive half integer, i. e., k=m/2
for some positive odd integer m. For a complex valued function F on
H" and ,= (g, a(Z» EG, we set

(3.1) (FI,.O (Z) =r(g) CnkI2)-<">a(Z)-2"F(g(Z» , ZEH".
Since the map Z~g(Z>is an ana!yt!c autorn.orphism of H" and a(Z)
*0 on H", Fll;: is holomorphic on H" if F is. Also from the definition
follows that Flk'1Ik'2=FI~1'2for'hC2EG.

A function F: H,,---+C is called a Siegel modular form of degree n,
weght k, level q, with character X if the following conditions hold:
(i) F is holomorphic on H", (ii) FI,.M=X(detDM)·F for every M=
(M,j(M, Z) EF(q), ME F(q) , and (iii) FI,.(m, a(z) is bounded as
Imz---+00 , zEHh for every (m,a(z)EG1 with mEF1=SL2(Z) if
n=l. It is kn()wn [8J that the boundedness condition (iii) follows
from (i) and (ii) for n;;::: 2. We denote the set of all such Siegel
modular forms by M; (q, X). This is a finite dimensional vector space
over C.

A function F: H,,---+C is called an even or odd modular form of
degree n if F satisfies (i), (ii)* (detDM)SF(M(Z») =F(Z), ZEH" for
every MEFo, where s=O. for even and s=l for odd modular forms,
and (iii) F(z) is bounded as Imz---+ oo , zEH1. We denote the set of
all such even modular forms by M; and odd modular forms by
M~. They are also vector spaces over C.

Let FEM~ (q, X) and X( -1) --:- (-1)$ for s=O or 1. For ME Fo,
we have M = (M, j (M, Z)}= (M, 1) and detDM= + 1. So F satisfies
(ii)* and hence

(3.2) M;(q, X)cM: if X(-1) = (-1)$.
For FEM: (q, X) and X=2ai (F (q)'i) Ef,2 (q), we set
(3.3) F!,.,xX=2aiX(detAi) ·F!"'i,
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where Ci ES2(q), 1l:(Cx ) = (Ai, Bi;Ci, Di) ES2(q). There is a good reason
for using the even subring L2 (q) instead of L (q) ; the action of
double cosets in L(q)-L2(q) on M~(q,X) is trivial, i.e., for FE
M~(q,X) and X= (f(q)gf(q»EL(q)-Lz(q), F!k,xX=O.

As for FEM; and X=l:ai(Fogi) ELo, we set
(3.4) F! k,xX=2'aiX(detAi) ·Fj kgi

where gi= (gi' (detg) - 1/4
1 detDi 1

1/2) ESo with gi= (Ai, B i ; 0, D i) ESo,
and X( - 1) = ( - 1) s.

X and X acting on modular spaces as above are called Hecke operators.
It follows from definitions that Flk,xXEM~(q,X) if FEM~(q,x) and
Fj k,XX Ik,xY=Fj k,XX. Y for any X, YELz(q). Similary, for FEM;
and X, YELo, we have Flk,XXEM; and F!k,XXlk,XY=F!k,XX·Y,
where X(-l)=(-l)s.

THEOREM 3.1. Let X(-l)=(-l)s. Then for FEM~(q,X)cM~

and X E Lz (q) ,
(3.5) FI k, xX =F! k, X1l:kO Eo,q(X).
(See (2. 2) and (2. 3) for co, q and 1l:k')

Proof. Let X=2'ai(F(q)Ci)EL2(q) such that C;=(gi,a(Z»ESoZ
where gi= (po;D;*, Bi;O, D i) and a(Z) =tiP-no;/4 (detDi)1/2 for some
tiEC with Iti! =1, OiE2Z. We adapt the usual branch for (detDi)l/Z
in case that detDi<O. Since j(M, Z) =1 for ME Fo, 1l:kOEO,q(X) =
l:ai (tiC i) -2k (Fog,) where Ci= 1 or v'-1 according to detD1>O or<O.

So from (3.4) follws that
(3.6) FI k,X1l:kOEO,q(X) =2'a,.(tici) -2kFI kgi

=l:aiX (detAi) (tiCi) -2k (poi) (nk/2) - (n) (p-noi I4 / detDi I) -2kF(g,.<Z»
=2'aiX(detA i) (po;) nk-<n> (ti (detDi) 1/2) -ZkF(gi(Z»
where Ai=poiDi*. On the other hand, from (3.1) and (3.3) follows

(3. 7) FI k, xX =l'aiX (detAi) (poi) nk-<n> (ti(detDi) 1/2) -2kF(g,.(Z».
This completes the proof.

Note that 1l:kOEO, q(X) E Lg if X E L2 (q). So this theorem enables us
to discuss the action of Hecke operators in Lz (q) in terms of those in
Lg.

4. The SiegeI operator and l/f operator

Let n, q, X be as above and p be a prime such that (p, q) =1.
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tN=N"?O, bii,2bij
Then from (4. 1)

F(Z) = 2:.f(N)e(NZ), ZEHmN
where N runs over the set fftn= {N= (bij) EMn(Q);
EZ}. (N"?O means that N is semi-positive definite.)
follows th~t

Let FEM~. We define lP : M~_M:-l by

(4.1) (lPF) (Z') =!~~!((f 'i~))' Z' EHn- 1 and A>O.

lP is well defined and is called the Siegel operator (M~=C, Ho= {O}).
Every FEM~, hence every FEM~(q,X), has a Fourier expansion
of the form

(4.2)

(4.3) (lPF)(Z')=~f((~' 8))e(N'Z'),

where N' runs over fftn- 1 (9to={O}). It also follows from (4.1) and
(4.2) that lPFEM;-l(q,X) if FEMHq,X).

Let X=~ai(r~gi)EL~ where gi= (po;D/, Bi; 0, Di) ES~. By
multiplying (Ui*, 0;0, Ui) Er~ for a suitable UiEGLn(Z) from the
left of gi, we may assume that all the Di are of the form Di=

(~i p~;), diEZ, where DiELr-1 is upper triangular. We set

(4.4) lfJ'(X, u) =Zaiu- o;(up-n)d; (n-1gl) ELo-1[u±lJ
where u is an independent variable and gl = (po, (Dl) *, Bl; 0, DI).
Bl denotes the block of size (n-l) X (n-l) in the upper left corner of
Bi. If n=l, we set lfJ'(X, u) =Zaiu- o, (up-1) d,. Note that Oi, di are
uniquely determined by the left coset (r~g;) for each i.

lfJ' is a well defined ring homomorphism: L~-Lo-l[U±lJ according
to the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.1. Let g1>g2ES~ such·that (r~gl)=(r~g2)' Then gI',gl
ES~-l such that (r~-lgl)= (r~-lg2), where gi, g! are as above for
i=I,2.

Proof. In[giJ =pO;Jn and (r~gi) = (r~g2) imply 01=02. Let it be
O. It follows immediately from the definition that I n- 1[giJ =poJn- 1
so that giES~-l. Clearly I n- 1[gI'(gl)-lJ "In- 1. We will show that
gI' (gl) -1 is integral, from which follows gl (g2) -lE r~ and the lemma.
For glg2-1= «D1D2-1)*, D1*·tD2B2D-1+B1D2-1; 0, D1D2-1) Er~, we

get (DI'(~l)-l i)EGLn(Z) with DI'(Dn-1EGLn_1(Z). Because gI'

(gl)-l= (CDI' (Dl)*, (Dr')*·tD/ Bl (Dn-1+BI' (Dl)-l; 0, D/(Dl)-l,
it is enough to show that the upper right block (DI') *.tDl
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Bz'(Dz')-l+B/(D2')-l is integral. Let U=D2D1-1EGLn(Z) and
U'=D,j (Dl)-lEGLn_1(Z). Then we have D1*·tD2B2D2-1+B1D2-1=
(tUB2+B1)D2-1, which is integral. Similary (D/)*·tDz'B2'(Dl)-1+
B/ (Dl) -1= (tU' B! +Bl) (Dl) -1. But we have, on the other hand,
((tUB 2+B1) D2-1)' = (tU' B 2' +Bl) (Dl) -1. So (DI') *.tD!Bz' (Dl)-l
+B/ (Dl) -1 is integral.

Let C' (J;) be as in (1. 4). For n;;:: 2, we define a ring homomor
phism

(4.5) f.1.=f.1.n,,,: C'(J;)~C'-I(J;)[u±lJ

by f.1.(xo) =xou-l, f.1.(xn) =u, and f.1.(Xi) =Xi for i=t=O, n. For n=l, we
define f.1.(xo) =u-1 and f.1.(X1) =u. (CO(J;) =C.) It is known [2J that

(4.6) f.1. 0 ({Jn= (((In-1X1,,) olf!(-, u)
where ({In is the homomorphism (1. 4) and ({In-1 X 1" is the ring homo
morphism: L~-I[U±lJ~C'-I(J;) [u±lJ defined by ({In-1X1,,=({Jn-1 on L~-r,

(({In-l X 1,,) (u±l) =u±l.

5. Main theorems

We now prove our main theorems on the commuting relation
between Hecke operators and the Siegel operator (THEOREM 5. 1. )
and the surjectivity of If!-operator (THEOREM 5. 2. ) . Let n, q be
positive integers such that q is divisible by 4 and let p be a prime
relatively prime to q. Let X be a Dirichlet character modulo q and
let k be a positive half integer.

THEOREM 5.1. Let FEM~(q,X) and let XEf2(q). Then we have
(5.1) if>(Flk,XX) = (if>F) Ik,xlf!(Y,pn-kX(p)-l)

where Y=1rko§O,q(X) EL5=L;:5. (If n=l, then the right hand side
of (5.1) is the action of L~:~=C on M~ (q, X) =C, which is just the
multiplication of complex unmbers.)

Proof. Let Y=2ai(r~gi)EL 5 with gi= (pli;Di*, Bi;O, D i) ES5 and
let F(Z)=LJ(N)e(NZ)EM~(q,X)cM~where N runs over rrtn and

N

X(-l)=(-l)s (see (3.2) and (4.2)). From (3.4) we get
(5.2) F!k,xY=2a;X(det(pli;D/)) ·F!kg;

where g;= (g;, (pli;)-n/41 detD; I1/2). So from (3.1) follows
(5.3) FI k, xY=2a;X(det(pli;D;*) (pli;)nk-<n> IdetD;I-k. F(g;(Z»)

=2aiX (det (pliiD;*) (pli;)nk-<n> IdetDi l-k'£f(N) e(Npli;D;*ZDi-1
N
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+NBjD j-l)
=L:ajX(det(piDj*) (pi)nk-<n> IdetDjl-kf(N)e(PiDj-lND/Z

i,N

+NBjD j-l).

Let N= (1j' ;) and Z= (f ,B). Since we may assume that D j =

(gj p~i)' lm ((J(poiDj-lND/Z+NBjD j-l» =aj+AtpOi-2di-H:X) as A

00 when t>O, where aj is a real number depending on i. Here Z' E

H n- 1and t~O because tN=N~O. Therefore if t>O, then e(poiDj-lND/Z

(N' 0)+NBjD j-l)-O as A_CO. If t=O, then N= 0 0 and hence

NEfi{,n-l and (poiDj-lNDj*Z)'=poi(Dl)-IN'(D/)*Z' and (NBjD j-l)'=
N'B! (D/) -1. From this we obtain

(5.4) (!J (FI k xY) = L: ajX (det (po.D/) (poi) nk-<n> IdetDjI-k
. ' ~N. .

'f(~' . 8)e(pO;(D/)-IN ' (D/)*Z' +N'B! (D()-~).

On the other hand, from (3.4) and (4.4) we obtain
(5.5) ((!JF) Ik./lf(Y,pn-kX(p)-I)

= ((!JF) Ik, X2aj (pn-kX(p) -1) -oi (pn-kX (p) -1p-n)di ( r~-lg()
=2aj(pn-kX(p) -1)-0; (p-kX(p)-I)diX(det (pi (Dj) *) ) ·(!JFI kg!

where g!=((g!, (pOi)-en-D/4 IdetD! 11/2). So from (4.3) and detDj

=pdi(detD() follows that
(5.6) ((!JF) Ik,XW(Y,pn-kx(p)-l)

=L: aj(pO;) k-nX(p)o;-d;X(det (pO;(D/)*» (pd,) -k(pOi) (n-l)k-<n-l>
i,N'

'ldetD!I-kj(~' 8)e(N'g!<Z'»

=,j1, ajX(det (piDj*» (POi)nk-<n>ldetDjl-kf(~' 8)

'e(pi(D()-IN' (D/)*Z' +N'B! (D/)-I)
where N' runs over tJtn- 1• This completes the proof.

For a space M~ (1, Xo) with an integral weight k, the level q=l,
and the trivial character Xo, this result was proved by Zharkovskaya
[lJ. Andrianov [2J generalized her result to an arbitrary level q.
Theorem 5. 1. is an extension of their results to half integral weight
Siegel modular forms of an arbitrary level q and an arbitrary character
X mudulo q.
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THEOREM 5.2. The map l]f'(_,pn-kX(p)-l) : Ln(T)--l>Ln-l(T) is a

surjective ring homomorphism, where Ln(T)=L;(T).

Proof. See (2.4) for Ln (T). According to (4.6) and (2.5), it
suffices to show that p(cn(;r;)W) =Cn-l (;r;)W where P=Pn.u with u=
p-kX(p) -1 and cn (;r;) W=Cn (;f) W n (1.4). cn (;f) W is generated by
.dn(;r;) ±l and R ~ (;r;) , 1::;: i::;: n. Similary Cn-l (;f) W is generated by
.,dn-l(;f)±l and Ri-l(;r;), l::;:i::;:n-l. We now consider p(r(z» where
r(z) =r;(z) is the polynomial (2.6) over Cn (;f) wand P is applied
to its coefficients. From (4.5) we get

(5.7) P (r(z» = ~ (l-Xj;lz )(l-xjz) (1-u-1z) (l-uz) = (1-u- 1z)
1~1s;n-l

2(n-l) 2n

(l-uz) 1:: (-l)ip(Ri-l(;f)zi=1::(-l)ip(R~(;r;»zi. Let [(1-u-1z)
;=0 i=O

=
(l-uz)J-1=1::(-1)bcb (u)zb be the formal power series expansion

b=O

in z over C. Then

(5. 8) 2~OI) (-1)iRi- 1 (;r;) zi = (~ (-1) i p(Ri(;r;» zi) (~(-1) bCb(u) zb)

=
=1::(-l)i( 1:: p(R:(;r;»Cb(U»zi.

;=:0 a+b=i

Hence Ri- 1 (;r;) = P ( 1:: R: (;f) Cb (u». Also from the definition of
a+b==i

p follows immediately that Lr- l (;r;) ±1 = P (u±lLJn (;r;) ±l). Therefore we
get Cn-l (;r;) Wcp(cn (;f) W). The other inclusion is obvious from the
definition.

Theorem 5. 2. is an analogue of Andrianov's result [lJ that l]f' is
surjective ring homomorphism from L~·2 onto L~-1.2 and is very
useful for the decomposition of half integral weight Siegel modular
forms and the representations of positive definite quadratic forms
with odd number of variables.
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